
Mode unites data teams with 
business teams to build analytics 
that drive business outcomes
Mode is the only BI solution that provides data tools for 
every team in a single platform, and flexes based on your 
organization’s needs. By supporting the multimodal analytical 
needs required of today’s businesses, Mode clears the path 
from data to insights to uplevel decision making at every 
level of the organization. 

MODERN BI

Business intelligence, 
built around data teams

Built to keep your data secure

Creating one central hub for your business’s analytics 
improves operational efficiency, reduces duplicative tools, 
and allows you to drive business outcomes and turn your 
data into a competitive advantage.

CORE CAPABILITIES

MAXIMIZE YOUR MODERN DATA STACK

Interactive dashboards
Standardize performance 
reporting in one central 
place to build alignment

Self-serve reporting
Enable everyone to explore 
data and build reports, 
powered by governed 
datasets and metrics

Advanced analytics
Open up results of 
predictive modeling, 
statistical analysis, 
and more to everyone

Custom data apps
Build custom internal 
tools and embedded 
analytics for myriad 
use cases

Ad hoc analysis
Answer challenging 
and important questions 
to drive decisions



Mode is incredibly valuable as a full-service platform for 
data analysts all the way to business teams. Analysts can 
go deep, end users get the data they need, and our team 
gets to make everyone a part of the data strategy.

Adam Smith 
Analytics Manager 
at Imperfect Foods

Get more out 
of your data Try it out at 

mode.com/demoYour team can be up and running 
in 30 minutes or less.

MODE CUSTOMERS LEAD THEIR INDUSTRIES

OPERATIONAL EFFICIENCY

Amplify your data team
Putting code-first tools front and center in BI let 
your analysts provide best-in-class decision support 
for your business’s most complex questions, and 
accelerate the time it takes to turn that ad hoc work 
into self-service tools for everyday exploration. 

DATA CULTURE

Empower your business teams
No-code tools in the same platform empower 
business teams to answer their own questions, 
and build their own reporting, on top of a 
foundation curated and verified by data teams.

https://mode.com/demo

